
Owl   Town   Road   (to   the   tune   of   “Old   Town   Road”)  
 
 
I'm   gonna   tell   you   how   to   be   an   owl  
 
I'm   gonna   hoot   'til   I   can't   no   more  
 
I'm   gonna   tell   you   how   to   be   an   owl  
 
I'm   gonna   hoot   til   I   can't   no   more.  

 

Well   I'm   gettin'   all   my   food   

and   to   keep   from   being   rude,   

gotta   talk   on   level   2  

Say   please   and   thank   you.  

Food   is   for   eating,   

not   playing   with   or   flinging,   

I   keep   my   body   in   its   place  

Clean   up   and   leave   no   trace.  

 

Owls   are   kind   and   responsible,  

So   Kind   and   responsible.  

Owls   are   kind   and   responsible  

So   kind   and   responsible.  

 

When   walking   in   the   hall  

I   walk   straight   up   and   tall  

I’m   on   a   level   Zero  

cuz   I'm   a   hallway   hero.  

My   hands   are   to   myself  

I'm   hanging   with   my   crew  

I   know   just   what   to   do  



and   I   know   that   you   do   too.  

 

Owls   are   kind   and   responsible,  

So   Kind   and   responsible.  

Owls   are   kind   and   responsible  

So   kind   and   responsible.  

I'm   gonna   tell   you   how   to   be   an   owl  

I'm   gonna   hoot   'til   I   can't   no   more  

I'm   gonna   tell   you   how   to   be   an   owl  

I'm   gonna   hoot   til   I   can't   no   more.  

 

I've   really   gotta   go  

But   the   bathroom   line   is   slow  

I’m   gonna   wait   until   it’s   free   

give   my   friends   their   privacy.  

Flushing's   in   my   plan  

so   is   washing   both   my   hands  

I’m   a   thoughtful   owl   

So   I   throw   out   my   towel.  

 

Owls   are   kind   and   responsible,  

So   Kind   and   responsible.  

Owls   are   kind   and   responsible  

So   kind   and   responsible.  



Recess   is   so   fun   

it   gives   me   time   to   run.  

Gotta   play   it   safe   out   there,  

use   kind   words   and   be   fair.  

Keep   the   playground   clean  

when   burnin'   off   some   steam  

Including   everyone  

is   the   only   way   to   have   fun.  

 

Owls   are   kind   and   responsible,  

So   Kind   and   responsible.  

Owls   are   kind   and   responsible  

So   kind   and   responsible.  

 

I'm   gonna   tell   you   how   to   be   an   owl  

I'm   gonna   hoot   'til   I   can't   no   more  

I'm   gonna   tell   you   how   to   be   an   owl  

I'm   gonna   hoot   til   I   can't   no   more.  

 

 

Hooty   Hoot   Hooty   Hoot   Hoot   

Hooty   Hoot   Hooty   Hoot   Hoot  

 



 

 


